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Abstract 

Pre and Post silicon validation automation is used for testing graphics in the 

computers, tablets and smart phones. A graphics driver is software that allows operating 

system and programs to use computer graphics hardware. To test the performance of this 

display system pre and post silicon automation is used such that end users get the best 

high definition experience. Pre silicon automation is based on emulation of graphics 

hardware and testing on it before it is actually build. Post silicon automation is testing of 

actual graphics hardware after it has been manufacture. Post silicon automation works to 

detect and fix bugs in graphics hardware of the system after it has been manufacture. Due 

to complex design of the hardware it is impossible to fix all bugs before it is manufacture. 

Pre silicon automation is an attempt to rectify any bug that can occur before the 

manufacture of graphics hardware such that it is way to reduces number of cases of bugs 

in graphics hardware that can occur after it is produce. Graphic Behavior in which each 

section is to assigned team of architects and micro-architects whose expertise targets a 

particular functional area for both hardware and software. It is record of all information 

that is kept for registers used in any sequences such that all information generated after 

running from driver is used to cross verify. 

 

Keywords: Pre Silicon, Post Silicon, Graphics Driver, Testing Automation, Graphics 

Behavior Checker. 

 

1. Introduction 

Graphics driver is a program that controls how graphics components communicate with 

rest of the computer like other software, monitor and so on. A graphics card is also known 

as a display adapter, video card, or graphics controller, is a card plugged into a computer 

to create signal that are displayed on monitor. Graphics drivers are the software that runs 

graphics card, connecting them to operating system. There are different types of drivers 

for each graphics card and are most often provided by the manufacturer of the graphics 

card. It is important to keep these driver updated to get the best performance of computer. 

Before anyone can use this graphics hardware, it has to be tested. Method of testing can 

be manual as well as automation. Manual testing requires lots of work force as compare to 

automation as well as manual testing is time consuming and uses improper allocation of 

resources. Automation testing can be of two type’s pre silicon automation and post silicon 

automation. 

Pre silicon automation is the case where whole these graphics hardware are emulated in 

the virtual machine for testing before they come to existing situation. All the test cases are 

run on the virtual graphics hardware to come across the feasibility of the system and to 

gain knowledge  about such type of graphics hardware is adequate and meeting the 

requirements and effectively is reducing the cost. 

Post silicon automation is the case where actual graphics hardware is tested and is 

being verified and ready for use. Various kinds of test cases are run on this hardware to 

make hardware prominent in use and make it authentic. 
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For the pre silicon automation, the main motive is reducing maximum number of bugs 

present in the graphics hardware. A generic tool has to be implemented such that it can 

detect bugs on any operating system. To implement this, a tool is developed in the python 

which accept test cases from the server and implement. It can be used to run test cases and 

gain information about the virtualized graphics hardware. 

For post silicon there is a tool which takes input the required number of test cases has 

to be run and it gets the required driver that need to be installed as prerequisite, after 

successful installation of drivers it divided the test cases in the machine pool to get the 

result. 

Graphics behavior checker is a tool that cross check all the functionality provided by 

the graphics driver. It tries to make graphics driver robust such that best performance is 

obtain from the from graphics card. It runs various sequences on graphics driver to 

validate each component models are working as it was desired. 

 

2. Related Work 

Since the 1970s, few crucial thoughts in formal and semiformal confirmation have 

advanced from hypothetical idea to mechanical practice. The apparently most essential 

thought is that of formal details – affirmations. Transient rationale [2][3] and comparable 

automata-based detail dialects have advanced into institutionalized modern utilization 

[1][10]. Declarations are integral to post-silicon approval as they give an exact technique 

for determining application prerequisites and framework usefulness that could be 

unfavorably influenced by post-silicon bugs. Algorithmic check methods, taking into 

account progresses in Boolean thinking, for example, Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) 

[4][11][13] also Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [5][6][9], are likewise focal to post-

silicon acceptance. Maybe one of the greatest modern triumphs of formal equipment 

confirmation is combinational proportionality checking. What's more, late advances in 

SAT-based calculations and circuit improvement are scaling up consecutive 

proportionality checking enormously, as showed by the ABC framework [16][18][19]. 

Going past proportionality checking, model checking [7][8][12], i.e., choosing whether a 

framework fulfills a property determined normally in worldly rationale, is currently a key 

part of all mechanical formal confirmation instruments. Formal methods are frequently 

consolidated with conventional irregular recreation strategies. At last, hypothesis 

demonstrating routines are additionally standard modern practice today, especially in chip 

configuration and check (e.g., [14][15][17]). One of the real drivers for formal check 

going ahead, both utilizing hypothesis demonstrating and model checking, will be 

satisfiability modulo hypotheses (SMT) solvers [20][22][23]. It is clear from the above 

exchanges that central examination empowered huge advance in the reception of 

organized techniques for assembling testing and configuration confirmation. With 

developing multifaceted nature of post-silicon[21][24][25] acceptance, our trust is that 

new thoughts will rise that will change post-silicon acceptance from gifted workmanship 

rehearsed by a couple of experienced designers to an order with solid establishments 

empowered by organized methodologies and outline robotization[28][31][32]. Such new 

systems can have broad effect on different fields identified with post-silicon approval. 

Illustrations incorporate dependable framework configuration, installed frameworks 

[29][30], and programming test and check. 
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Figure 1. Silicon Validation Automation 

A great part of the testing happens in programming, before a physical segment is ever 

made. Before reaching acceptance testing keeps amid the post-silicon periods of 

improvement. When a part achieves the commercial center, the outline has been approved 

over more than one hundred trillion transport cycle [49][52] mixes. By utilizing a portion 

of the business' most developed recreation devices, it starts accepting part outline much 

sooner than the first silicon [40][41][42][43] models are delivered. The advanced 

configuration is initially reproduced in programming, and afterward tried under a colossal 

[48] mixed bag of working conditions. Tests are intended to give exhaustive approval 

scope at all levels. At the Unit Level [33][36][37] first its approval specialists test the 

inner workings of every significant subsystem inside the segment. Utilizing modified 

programming devices [50][51], they can control and screen all subsystem interfaces, 

empowering a larger amount of testing than is conceivable in equipment. Issues can be 

identified prior and determined all the more rapidly to quicken item advancement. At the 

Chip Level [34][35][38][40] Segment execution is likewise tried with all subsystems 

working all the while. Here once more, all interfaces are firmly controlled and checked, 

and usefulness is accepted under a colossal mixed bag of conditions. At the framework 

level [39][44][46], the reenacted segment[45][47] is tried in a full working environment to 

guarantee that it meets expectations impeccably in coupled with other stage parts. 

Operation is likewise tried against industry transport models, to approve similarity in for 

all intents and purposes any environment that sticks to proper gauges. 

 

3. Methodology 

The challenge is to provide a tool such that it is platform independent and is able to 

track to bug in the graphics hardware whether it is in virtual state or it is being used after 

it has been manufacture therefore it provide better end user experience. After running test 

cases on the graphics hardware it’s task is to produce result in form of html, xml and in 

log file such that tester can verify the result or error occurred during execution can be 
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corrected. Therefor for both pre and post silicon it is important to generate log files in 

running various test cases on various operating system. This graphics testing tool provides 

testing the graphics in its emulation and also after it has been manufacture and it also 

enables logging facility for the software tester and it also provides a very important 

feature of scheduling of test on machine pools. It supports of simulation environment as 

well as seamless integration with other environment, including simulation, emulation and 

actual silicon. It also facilitates screen capturing such that software tester get better 

perspective of the error occurred or result obtain. 

 

3.1 Pre-Silicon Automation 

 

3.1.1 Preparation of Tool 

First need is to prepare tool such that it can start executing test case, but before that one 

need to check is it the latest tool on which test cases will be running. For this one need to 

check the version file located in both server and local tool. A comparison is made 

between these two files and if the server has the latest version then tool is downloaded to 

local client. If the both have same version then nothing has to be done everything is up to 

date. 

 

Figure 2. Pre Silicon Automation 
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3.1.2 Remove logs 

After the preparation of tool one has to look for the any pre –existing logs are there in 

the server, if there are any logs in the server then remove all logs because it create 

problem when new test case run and produces the same log, so it might be problem when 

dealing with logs. Best option to delete the logs as soon as tool is ready. After the removal 

of logs, one can proceed as there might not be any previous result stored. 

 

3.1.3 Read Scenario Script 

After removing logs one has to read the scenario script which the list of parameter 

commands that needs to executed, as passing different parameter to test the performance 

of the graphics hardware. The all parameter are read and converted into list such that it 

can be made available for further execution 

 

3.1.4 Execution of Commands 

Reading the scenario script, a temporary file is created such that each command 

execute independently. Taking the first commands line it is passed to the tool to start 

executing. Tool takes the command as the parameter and start running and it will produce 

result which can be pass, fail and sporadic. It identifies that particular test passed or 

failed. Therefore it creates a snapshot of each case such that they know the result and 

what happens during the execution. 

After that it create a log file in which store the information about the location where 

what happens during execution of code. It generates an html file with result and 

specifying what happens during execution and xml file with desire result. 

 

3.1.5 Preparing Initial Results 

After the execution of commands as a parameter for the tool, the execution test return 

the result in form of list, such that final result layout can be prepared such that for all test 

cases and information can be shown to software tester. It starts creating log and xml file. 

Log file contain information regarding the total number of test cases passed or failed 

during execution. A xml file that contain same information but detailed description what 

happen during execution and run time of each test case. 

 

3.1.6 Uploading all Information 

After the whole processing information has to be made available to the software tester 

person, therefore all log, xml, html are uploaded to the server such that it is available to 

software tester. The files are kept in the server for future reference such that they can look 

out for any information they need in near future. 

 

3.2 Post Silicon Automation 

Post silicon automation tool is an automated test environment developed by Intel 

Corporation, for validation of graphics hardware. Automation test on this tool can initiate 

through submission of test request or scheduled test request. Execution on this tool 

requires Shared binary, Test Version, Test Suite and Test Request. 

SB – Shared Binary will hold the details about Test Binary 

TV – Test Version will hold the details about Test CMD Lines 

TS – Test Suite will hold the details about Test Component 

TR – Test Request will hold the details about Test Configuration 

Shared Binary (SB) will be imported into Test Version (TV) 

Test Version (TV) will be imported into Test Suite (TS) 

Test Suite (TS) will be imported into Test Request 
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Requirements 

1. SB – Shared Binary 

2. TV – Test Version 

3. TS – Test Suite 

4. TR – Test Request 

 

 

Figure 3. Post Silicon Automation 

3.2.1 Creation of Shared Binary 

The Shared Binary form is used to allow the user to upload files (executables, libraries) 

that can be shared by multiple tests alleviating that need to load the libraries with each 

and every test. There is also a Link Shared Binary form that has similar characteristics to 

the Shared Binary except for how the content is uploaded.  

The Shared Binary form allows a user to upload a folder of files that can be shared 

across multiple tests. The folder and files are stored in a network share known as the 

Shared Binary store and created as an item in the database. Users creating a new Test 

Version can reference as many Shared Binaries as needed from the Shared Binaries tab. 

The process of creating a Shared Binary is equivalent to a configuration step.  

The process of creating shared binary 

1. One has to keep the copy given test binary on common share location so 

everybody can access on same network 

2. Open the user interface where has to provide all information. 

3. Create New Shared Binary and provide following details like 

o Title 

o Description 

o Upload Folder location 

4. Once upload is done, there will be a confirmation pop-up and it shows that upload 

has been done. 

5. Click OK pop-up window and Click on Submit button. Then Note down the 

Shared Binary number for future reference. 

6. For modification to the shared binary one has to provide different share location 

make it synchronize. 
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7. In this making of shared binary one has to keep account of reference number. 

 

3.2.2 Creation of TEST VERSION 

The Test Version form allows the user to upload a folder of files that will be used 

within the test, often including a file that will be executed by the test. The user must 

specify the file to be executed, information on log files, and a Test Template to use 

(currently the Windows Test Template is used by all requests). The user can also specify 

any number of shared files to be used by the test. Shared files, known as a Shared Binary, 

allow one set of files to be used across multiple tests without having to be repeatedly 

uploaded the content. In addition, the user must specify at least one command line 

argument to be used with the test file to be executed. The process of submitting a Test 

Version only saves the Test Version and Test Variation data for future reference within a 

Test Suite. The process of creating a Test Version is equivalent to a configuration step.  

 

Test Version (TV) will hold the details about test CMD lines which have to be passed as 

parameter and compatible platform or operating system. 

 

1. Keep copy given CMD lines in a text file and make it as single line by separating 

it with colon (:), such that it will easy to split them based upon colon as 

parameter. 

2. Create new Test Version and it will hold following information 

o Title 

o Description 

o Operating system template 

o Timeout in minutes 

o Log parser to be use 

o Test exe that has to be executed 

o Log files which has to be parsed 

o Deleting log files before leaving 

o Providing colon( : ) as parameter to separate the CMD lines. 

o Graphics Driver and Operating System has to be selected for execution 

3. Import Shared Binary which is already by using its reference number. 

4. Ensure all fields are filled and properly and submit TV. 

5. Note down the TV for future reference. 

6. Modification is possible everywhere except in CMD lines that have been already 

given for execution. 

 

3.2.3 Creation of TEST SUITE 

The Test Suite form allows users to group Test Versions (and their referenced Test 

Variations) together into a single plan for execution within a Test Request. The Test Suite 

compiles data from the Test Variation and selected Test Template from the Test Version 

and creates an Execution Plan XML with Operation nodes for each Test Variation that 

contain an expanded Test Template populated with data from the Test Version and Test 

Variation. The process of creating a Test Suite is equivalent to a configuration step.  
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Test Suite (TS) will hold the details about test CMD lines and Test Component. 

1. Create new TEST SUITE and it will hold following items. 

o Title 

o Description 

o Component on which has to be tested 

2. Import Test Version in the Test Suite by using its reference number. 

3. Submit the Test Suite and note down the reference number for future use. 

4. Modifying Test Suite like blocking or removing any particular CMD line or 

Importing new Test Version into Test Suite can be done. 

5. Whenever modifying Test Version, synchronization should be done on Test Suite 

accordingly. Otherwise Test Suite will have older values of Test Version. 

 

3.2.4 Creation of TEST REQUEST 

The Test Request form is the basic entry point for executing a test in tool. The Test 

Request form must specify a title and at least one Test Suite to be executed. The Test 

Request can also include any number of compatible Components and Configuration 

items. Various test execution options can be set to alter how the test is executed. Tests can 

be submitted to execute immediately or scheduled for the future. When a Test Request is 

submitted, it is transitioned to a SUBMITTED workflow state. Test Requests that have a 

scheduled start time that is current or in the past are picked up by the Scheduler service 

and processed further. Test Request (TR) will hold the details about test CMD lines, 

Configuration on which test should run, Machine pool and Time frame as when it should 

run. 

1. Submit Test Request and it will contain the following things. 

o Title 

o Description 

o Start time or Scheduled time 

o Machine Pool  

2. Import graphics driver by using it code. 

3. Select the execution priority for the test case ranging 1 to 10. 

4. Import Test Suite by its reference number which has been already created 

5. Check the split test, because it will divide the test cases for many machines to run 

simultaneously and parallel. 

6. Import Operating System, driver for execution of the test cases. 

7. Now ensure all the required fields are filed. Then submit the Test Request and 

note down the Test Request number for future reference. 

8. Now you will receive a mail from software with Test Request number detail. 

Now refresh the browser and confirm the Test Request is become to scheduled 

state. Because if something wrong on Test Request creation, automatically it will 

get cancel once it submitted.  

 

In pre and post silicon automation the test cases are taken from the server and are 

distributed in the machine pool. Each computer takes the test case and executes it 

independently and produces result. 
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Figure 4. Test Cases Distribution and Execution 

In the above figure it shows how the test cases located on server and local are 

compared and checked which version is greater according to that tool is downloaded or 

used local one. The test case that has to be executed is passed on to the testing machine 

for testing graphics hardware. 

 

System design for pre and post silicon automation dependent upon the system resource 

required which test case has to be run and which operating is required for running test 

cases. To follow this a simple procedure need to be followed in creating shard binary, test 

version , test suite and test request. 

 

3.3 Graphics Behavior Checker Tool 

Till now validation testing was either black box or white box testing, a new approach 

has been proposed such that after running test cases either in case of pre-silicon or post 

silicon, driver logs are collected to further analyzed to identify error not only by just 

seeing display the graphics driver show but also knowing the status of each register. If the 

driver follows the predefined sequences and display is coming on machine then driver is 

in pass state else it failed. Even if the display is coming but the driver does not follow the 

predefined sequence then driver status is failed. To rectify the problem semi-white box 

testing has been implemented. 
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Figure 5. Graphics Behavior Checker Tool 

Current validation status mostly cover user lever validation, end users scenarios, minimal 

predefined test case on display devices or predefined test case at component level. 

Graphics Behavior Check Tool works with driver log and cross verify it with 

predefined sequence rules. For display devices there are many sequences which involve 

cloning display, HDMI, extended display such that if all these operation perform by the 

graphics driver is it working as required format. Two input files are passed to graphics 

behavior tool, one is from driver log obtain after running test case either in pre-silicon or 

post- silicon environment and another is developed as a golden sequence file as defined in 

graphics driver normal behavior. Tool need to have mechanism to parse and extract driver 

logs and match with the sequences to report out the results as pass or fail. 

 

Golden Sequence file: It will help validation team to run a standalone sequence flow file 

as per sequences defined already and it will easy for validator to tell exact that has 

occurred in graphics driver testing.  

 

Display Driver log: Getting a driver log files obtained after running graphics driver in 

display system. 

This approach is going to assure on solving all the gaps one have in display validation, 

but creating a framework to enhance validation approach from black box to system level 

and white box validation. This will also help us to communicate right issues across teams 

to narrow down the problems. Sequence analysis will help both development and 

validation team to reduce the debug time. Using these type of exposure in pre-silicon and 

post-silicon will create better coverage and to callout clear indicators to maintain the 

component health. 
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3.4 Test Failure Analysis Tool 

If the test case fail one has to analysis the cause of failure that has occurred therefore, 

reference number has to be passed to test failure analysis tool such that validator don’t 

have to look into files to get information. By providing the tool a reference number of the 

test case, it scans whole logs and provides the reason behind the failing of test case.  

 

 

Fig 6.  Failure Analysis Tool 

If the failure has not occurred in test case, still user passes reference number tool. It will 

generate downloaded report file specifying no failure has been observed. 

Such that with help of this tool a fully functional automatic test failure has been 

developed which will not only help user to understand but also help to rectify the 

particular error occurred. 

 

Figure 7. Output of Failure Analysis Tool 
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4. Tools Required 

Following are the tools required to build up whole setup of application. 

 

Pre-Silicon Requirements 

 

Hardware Specification 

1. Cherry or Bay trail dedicated processor 

2. RAM - 4GB 

3. Memory – 20 GB 

Software Specification 

1. Python Interpreter 

2. Server Based Software 

3. Shared Executable Binaries 

 

Post –Silicon Requirements 

Hardware Specification 

1. Machine pool of bay trail 

2. RAM for each – 4 GB 

3. Memory for each -30 GB 

Software Specifications 

1. Intel HD Graphics Setup 

2. Machine Pool Server 

3. Tool for sending request to run test cases 

 

Bay Trail- Intel’s existing 22nm Bay Trail CPUs for use in 64-bit tablets and laptop with 

dedicated graphics processor. 

Cherry Trail- 14nm Cherry Trail Atom CPUs with graphics processor aimed at tablets 

and low-end PCs/convertibles, should allow Intel to take a manufacturing process lead 

over ARM-based mobile processor rivals. 14nm ARM-based parts are expected to 

arrive in late 2015. 

 

Fig 8. Design of Processor with Graphics 
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Graphics Behavior Checker Tool 

Hardware Specification 

1. Machine pool of machine 

2. RAM for each – 1 GB 

3. Memory for each -10 GB 

Software Specifications 

1. Intel HD Graphics Driver Log File 

2. Golden sequence Rule File 

3. Python Interpreter 

 

Failure Analysis Tool 

Hardware Specification 

1. Dedicated Server of Reference Number Storage Files 

2. RAM for each – 4 GB 

3. Memory for each -20 GB 

Software Specifications 

1. Perl software 

2. Visual Studio 2013 

3. C# Encryption Package 

 

5. Conclusion 

A fully functional pre-silicon and post silicon environment is setup such that will 

handle test case running in pre and post silicon mode. Further, a sequence checker will 

ensure that the driver is following the predefined log and failure analysis will help to 

debug the system if any error occurred. Therefore it presents a robust framework of pre-

silicon and post-silicon validation automation framework. It will improve the performance 

of the all over test procedure in any environment. 
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